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The chylomicron saga:
time to focus on
postprandial metabolism
Alejandro Gugliucci*

Glycation, Oxidation and Disease Laboratory, Department of Research, Touro University California,
Vallejo, CA, United States
Since statins have had such tremendous therapeutic success over the last three

decades, the field of atherosclerosis has become somewhat LDL-centric,

dismissing the relevance of triglycerides (TG), particularly chylomicrons, in

atherogenesis. Nonetheless, 50% of patients who take statins are at risk of

developing atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) and are unable to

achieve their goal LDL-C levels. This residual risk is mediated, in part by

triglyceride rich lipoproteins (TRL) and their remnants. Following his seminal

investigation on the subject, Zilversmit proposed that atherosclerosis is a

postprandial event in 1979 (1–4). In essence, the concept suggests that

remnant cholesterol-rich chylomicron (CM) and very-low density lipoprotein

(VLDL) particles play a role in atherogenesis. Given the foregoing, this narrative

review addresses the most recent improvements in our understanding of

postprandial dyslipidemia. The primary metabolic pathways of chylomicrons

are discussed, emphasizing the critical physiological role of lipoprotein lipase

and apoCIII, the importance of these particles’ fluxes in the postprandial period,

their catabolic rate, the complexities of testing postprandial metabolism, and the

role of angiopoietin-like proteins in the partition of CM during the fed cycle. The

narrative is rounded out by the dysregulation of postprandial lipid metabolism in

insulin resistance states and consequent CVD risk, the clinical evaluation of

postprandial dyslipidemia, current research limits, and potential future

study directions.
KEYWORDS

chylomicron, triglyceride-rich lipoproteins, lipoprotein lipase, ApoCIII, ANGPTL, MetS,
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1 Introduction

Zilversmit first suggested that atherosclerosis is a postprandial event in 1979, following

his groundbreaking studies on the subject (1–4). In essence, the hypothesis states that

atherogenesis is mediated in part by cholesterol-rich remnant particles stemming from

chylomicrons (CM) and very-low density lipoproteins (VLDL). In spite of the fact that we

spend much of the day in the fed state (1, 5–7), analytical difficulties have delayed the
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progress of a thorough and comprehensive study of postprandial

lipid metabolism and determined that most diagnostic and

treatment goals only take into account the fasting lipoprotein and

lipid levels (8–11).Since statins have had such remarkable

therapeutic success over the past three decades, the field has

become somewhat LDL-centric and has dismissed the importance

of triglycerides (TG) and particularly chylomicrons in atherogenesis

(8, 12–14). Nonetheless, numerous individuals using statins still run

the risk of developing atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease

(ASCVD) and are unable to achieve their target LDL-C levels

(15–19). This residual risk, which may reach 50% after receiving

effective statin therapy, results from both immunological and lipid

abnormalities. The significance of triglyceride rich lipoproteins

(TRL) and their remnants in these key lipid abnormalities has

gained attention in recent years (8, 16, 20). Ineffective intravascular

TG metabolism and recapture lead to the accumulation of

circulating TRL and their “remnants” or partially lipolyzed

derivatives. Serum TG serve as a proxy for the lipoproteins they

are found in, and more especially, for these remnants of

chylomicron (and VLDL) catabolism which contain many times

as much cholesterol as LDL. It is impossible to overstate the

quantitative importance of chylomicrons, which transport

between 70 and 90 g of dietary lipids each day, or over 90% of

the total (21–25). This fact confirms the necessity for a shift in the

field’s focus. The key role of apolipoprotein CIII (apoCIII) as an

atherogenic mediator, showcased in the last decade, underscored

the crucial role of lipoprotein lipase (LPL) in atherogenesis and led

to successful development of antisense oligonucleotides (ASO) and

monoclonal antibodies (mAbs). The importance of LPL regulation

for the partition of TRL in the fast-fed cycle is also supported by

more recent research on angiopoietin-like proteins (ANGPTL)

regulators and the ensuing development of ASO (22, 26–30).

Considering the above, this narrative review examines the most

recent advances in our knowledge of postprandial dyslipidemia.

Discussion topics include the primary metabolic pathways of

chylomicrons, highlighting the critical physiological role of

lipoprotein lipase and apoCIII, the significance of these particles’

fluxes in the postprandial period, their catabolic rate, the complexity

of testing postprandial metabolism and the role of angiopoietin-like

proteins in the partition of CM during the fed cycle. The

dysregulation of postprandial lipid metabolism in insulin resistant

states and subsequent CVD risk, the clinical evaluation of

postprandial dyslipidemia, present research constraints, and

potential subsequent study directions round up the narrative.
2 Chylomicrons

2.1 Chylomicron structure and function

Chylomicrons are large triglyceride-rich lipoproteins produced

by enterocytes from dietary lipids, specifically cholesterol and fatty

acids. While TG make up most of the lipid core of chylomicrons,

they also transport phospholipids and esterified cholesterol, just like

other lipoproteins (Figure 1). CM are the largest lipoproteins,

ranging from 75-1,200 nm in diameter, the largest chylomicrons
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are indeed visible in the optical microscope. CM have a density

below 0.93 g/ml and they have the lowest protein composition of

any lipoprotein at just 2%, which explains why they have such a low

density during ultracentrifugation. Actually, they float in plasma left

overnight in the refrigerator, a classical and simple test to determine

their presence. Of note, all liposoluble vitamins in the diet are also

carried by chylomicrons (8, 31–33).
2.1.1 Chylomicron proteins
2.1.1.1 Intrinsic

The primary non-exchangeable protein, apolipoprotein B48 (a

spliced product of the apoB100 gene), is the backbone structural

protein. A single apoB48 protein is present in each chylomicron

particle. Microsomal triglyceride transfer protein (MTTP) mediates

the lipidation of apoB48 in enterocytes as shown in Section 3. Other

apolipoproteins, such as ApoAI, AII, AV, CII, CIII, and ApoE, are

present (33–35).
2.1.1.2 Exchangeable proteins

The metabolism of CM is greatly influenced by lipoprotein

lipase (LPL) and its modulators. Several surface chylomicron

proteins are critical for their metabolism and reflect crucial

interaction with HDL as discussed in Section 4. LPL activity is

stimulated by apoCII and suppressed by apoC-III. Familial

hyperchylomicronemia may be produced (among others) by

mutations in the protein ApoAV, which is involved in the

activation of LPL (Section 4) and increasing TG lipolysis. Another

HDL-derived protein that mediates the liver uptake chylomicron

remnants is apolipoprotein E (14, 36)Intestinal apoAI carried first

by nascent CM represents 30% of HDL apoAI.
3 Chylomicron production

3.1 Digestion and absorption of fats

Because TG are nonpolar, they cannot be transported from the

gut lumen directly into intestinal epithelial cells through the diet.

Instead, pancreatic and stomach lipases hydrolyze dietary TG to

produce free fatty acids (FA) and 2-monoglycerides (2-MG), which

are then transported into intestinal epithelial cells. It is thought that

passive diffusion and a saturable protein-mediated mechanism both

contribute to the uptake of FA and 2-MG by intestinal epithelial

cells. As depicted in Figure 2, pancreatic lipase breaks down dietary

fat with the help of liver co-lipase in a sophisticated system of

micelles that eventually results in the generation of FA and 2-MG.

Concurrently, FA (14, 32, 36) and lysophospholipids are produced

by the hydrolysis of phospholipids, which is mostly accomplished

by pancreatic phospholipase A2. Cholesterol is found in the

intestinal lumen as both non-esterified cholesterol and cholesteryl

esters and is derived from the diet as well as the liver via bile, its only

mechanism of excretion. The intestine can only absorb non-

esterified cholesterol (Figure 2). Cholesteryl esters are hydrolyzed

in the intestinal lumen to form non-esterified cholesterol and FA.

About half of the cholesterol ingested in the gut is eliminated in the
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feces. The Niemann-Pick C1-like 1 (NPC1L1) protein is primarily

responsible for intestinal cholesterol absorption, which is blocked

by ezetimibe (a cholesterol-lowering drug). NPC1L1 is also involved

in the absorption of plant sterols. Passive diffusion mediates the

absorption of lysophospholipids (8, 33, 36).
3.2 Production of chylomicron
by enterocytes

Figure 2 provides a simplified overview of the key characteristics

of enterocyte-mediated chylomicron production. The chylomicron

assembly pathway, which transports all dietary fat (more than 70 g

per day) except for short chain fatty acids, is far less well understood

than the liver VLDL assembly pathways. Many hypotheses have

been proposed to explain the formation of these massive TRL. In a

nutshell, after being absorbed by the enterocyte, fatty acids and 2-

MG are re-esterified to form TG, which is the initial point of control

for the composition of these molecules, i.e., the proportion of

saturated fatty acids to mono, poly, and saturated fatty acids.

apoB48, a shortened, spliced version of apoB100 that lacks the

LDL receptor binding region, serves as the chylomicron’s backbone

(33, 34, 37–39). When apoB48 passes through the ER and Golgi

apparatus, it is lipidated with TG, phospholipids, and cholesterol in

a similar, but less well-described mechanism than that of liver

VLDL (Figure 2).

3.2.1 Re-esterification
Non-esterified cholesterol, FA, 2-MG, and lysophospholipids

are transported to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) in enterocytes.

ACAT (acyl-coA:cholesterol acyltransferase) esterifies non-

esterified cholesterol in the ER. Two transporters found in the
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brush border, ATP-binding cassette G5 (ABCG5) and ATP-binding

cassette G8 (ABCG8), reject non-esterified cholesterol from the

cytosol back to the intestinal lumen. ABCG5 and ABCG8 are also in

charge of transferring plant sterols back to the lumen, reducing

plant sterol buildup in the body. Specific fatty acid-binding proteins

(FABPs) transport absorbed FA and 2-MG to the ER. In the ER,

membrane-bound 2-MG acyltransferases (MGATs) esterify 2-

monoacylglycerol with FA, resulting in the production of

diacylglycerol, which is subsequently converted to triglycerides by

the action of diacylglycerol acyltransferases (DGAT). Furthermore,

diacylglycerol is coupled with choline by choline-transferase and

with ethanolamine by ethanolamine-transferase for the formation

of phospholipids in the ER (40).

3.2.1.1 Pathway of the MGAT (monoacylglycerol
acyltransferase), the main mechanism for TG production
in the small intestine

The MGAT pathway contributes to most of the TG synthesis in

the small intestine and is crucial for the absorption of dietary fats. It

involves the microsomal enzyme MGAT, which catalyzes the acyl-

CoA-dependent esterification of 2-MG to produce 1,2-DG, a

precursor for TG biosynthesis. About half of the TG found in

CM released from the small intestine is created by the lipolysis and

re-esterification of TG found in enterocytes’ lipid droplets. Of note,

in humans, lipids from a single meal have been found in the CM

formed after a second meal (41–43).

3.2.1.2 TG production and diacylglycerol acyltransferases,
the role of trioses and glyceroneogenesis

The last process of TG biosynthesis, which is mediated by

DGAT, can use the 1,2-DG produced by either the MGAT or

glycerol-3-P (G3P) pathways as a substrate. The latter is the
FIGURE 1

Chylomicrons: structure and function key properties.
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pathway that uses glycolysis trioses to yield G3P as a backbone for

newly synthesized TG, also known as glyceroneogenesis. At the ER,

DGAT catalyzes the formation of an ester bond between the free

hydroxyl group of the sn-3 carbon of 1,2-DG and the carboxyl

group of a fatty acid (from a fatty acyl-CoA), resulting in TG. TG

can be directed to the ER lumen where it can be processed as

discussed below (40, 42).

It is generally accepted that the main mechanism for TG

production in the small intestine, where it plays a significant role

in dietary fat absorption, is the MGAT pathway. Many of the iso-

enzymes involved in the synthesis of intestinal lipids have now been

discovered, but there are still many unsolved problems. The

development of small molecule inhibitors that target the enzymes

in the small intestine that produce TG would be substantially aided

by structural knowledge and is the focus of current research.

3.2.2 Apo B48, a truncated product of the
apoB100 gene (VLDL and LDL)

As shown in Figure 2, apolipoprotein (apo) B48, which is only

found in the intestine, encounters TG in the ER via the action of

microsomal triglyceride transfer protein as well as cholesterol,

phospholipids, and ApoAIV, to produce pre-chylomicrons (40).

The ubiquitin-proteasome system rapidly degrades apoB48 that is
Frontiers in Endocrinology 04
not bound to lipids. Pre-chylomicrons are synthesized in the ER and

transported to the cis-Golgi by pre-chylomicron transport vesicles.

ApoAI associates with pre-chylomicrons in the Golgi to create

mature chylomicrons, each bearing a single molecule of apoB48.

Exocytosis then causes CM to be discharged from the basolateral

side of the enterocyte and migrate through the lamina propria

before accessing the lymphatic lacteals (8, 31, 33, 34, 44). Cytosolic

droplets associated with certain proteins, such as perilipins, can

contain ER lipids that have not been used to form chylomicron (44).

A noteworthy finding is that, in contrast to what was previously

assumed, new research has shown that some TG are retained and

stored as cytosolic droplets (Figure 2) in the intestines and that the

first source of TG produced after a meal may derive from past food

intake (45). According to this view, intestinal cells do not “have to

wait” for dietary lipids to cross the enterocyte border to begin

secreting stored TG in CM after a meal has been consumed (8, 21,

24, 46, 47). The production of chylomicrons has been connected to

the taste-gut-brain axis, which may help to explain why fat or

glucose simply needs to be tasted and not necessarily ingested to

generate CM (48–50).

Primordial, lipid-poor, apoB48-containing lipoproteins and

large CM may assemble through different processes. Nascent CM

(CM that have just been secreted), as seen in Figure 2, are released
FIGURE 2

Production of chylomicrons and VLDL apoB48 by the enterocyte (1). Lipids in the diet are (2) digested by pancreatic lipase, which is activated by liver
co-lipase, in a complex system of micelles, resulting in the absorption of fatty acids and monoglycerides (3). Fatty acids are re-esterified by the
enterocyte and the resulting TG serve to lipidate apoB48 (4). Another source of FA may be those produced by de novo lipogenesis (DNL) driven by
excess fructose. TG are transported by MTTP in their movement across the ER and Golgi apparatus. apoB48 (6) is a truncated, spliced form of
apoB100, which lacks the LDL receptor binding sites. Cholesterol from the diet (7) is absorbed via the Niemann-Pick receptor and is also esterified
(8) before integrating chylomicrons (9). Much less is known about the transit and steps in chylomicron production as compared to VLDL. The
resultant CM (10), which are very large particles, are (11) secreted into the circulation as nascent CM containing also apoAI. It has recently been
shown that some of the apoB48-containing lipoproteins coming from the intestines are also in the VLDL size range (12). CM (and VLDL-ApoB48)
secreted into the circulation contain phospholipids, cholesterol esters, and the liposoluble vitamins and are first transported by the lymph (13),
reaching the venous, and finally the arterial circulation in a third step (14). CM receive peripheral proteins apoCII and CIII, E and others from HDL in
the circulation. Some TG are stored as an intracellular pool of TG droplets (15) that can be called upon very quickly when the next meal comes,
following signals stemming from the intake of more food and even before it reaches the intestines (16).
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into lymphatic channels and go to the thoracic duct where they are

delivered to the left subclavian vein along with their cargo of dietary

lipids and fat-soluble vitamins. Most dietary lipids therefore do not

pass via the hepatic portal system like other nutrients do. Only short

and medium-chain fatty acids, which comprise 2-4 (acetic,

propionic and butyric acid) and 6–12 carbon atoms respectively,

are directly absorbed into the portal circulation (8, 47, 51, 52).
3.2.3 ApoB48-VLDL
Recent research has shown that TRL that include apoB48 also

exist and stem from two sources. First, it has been shown that CM

remnants that enter the liver can be utilized again to rebuild VLDL

(53). Specifically, research demonstrates that the LDL receptor and

the LDL-receptor-related protein (LRP) facilitate the seamless

integration in VLDL of some apoB48 in CM remnants following

fat consumption. The mechanism is either identical to or

comparable to the hepatic process of forming VLDL apoB100

(54). Secondly, research also has shown that apoB48-VLDL are

released both continuously and at a low rate during a fast and at a

higher rate following a meal (Figure 2). Following a fat-rich meal,

apoB48 appeared in the chylomicron, VLDL1 and VLDL2 fractions

(21, 54). ApoB48-containing particles were secreted directly into

both the chylomicron and VLDL fractions. During fat absorption,

whilst most triglyceride entered the circulation in chylomicrons, the

majority of apoB48 particles were secreted into the VLDL density

range (21, 54).
3.2.4 Intestinal de novo lipogenesis
The metabolic mechanism that serves to synthetize fatty acids

from excess carbohydrates is known as de novo lipogenesis (DNL).

These fatty acids can then be converted into triglycerides (TG),

which are used to store energy (37, 55). DNL occurs mostly in the

liver and adipose tissue under normal settings and was previously

thought to be a small contributor to serum TG homeostasis.

However, recent research suggests that intestinal DNL may play a

role in serum lipid concentration in people who eat a high

carbohydrate diet (8, 55–59). DNL drives the movement of

carbons from glucose to fatty acids through a coordinated set of

enzyme processes. The initial reaction in this chain is the

conversion of citrate (an exporter of mitochondrial acetyl-CoA)

to acetyl-CoA by ATP-citrate lyase. Acetyl-CoA is then

carboxylated to malonyl-CoA by acetyl-CoA carboxylase.

Malonyl-CoA acts as a substrate for FA synthesis as well as an

allosteric inhibitor of FA transport to the mitochondrion. This

process partitions most newly synthesized FA to TG synthesis. The

primary rate-limiting enzyme in the conversion of malonyl-CoA to

palmitate is fatty acid synthase (FASN) which employs large

amounts of reduction equivalents in the form of NADPH from

the pentose cycle and malic enzyme. Its main end-product,

palmitate, is subsequently transformed into other fatty acids

through a variety of desaturation and/or elongation reactions. In

addition DNL also produces minor quantities of stearate and

shorter fatty acids. The role of fructose in DNL is well established

in the liver and recent research strongly suggests it also occurs in the

intestine (57, 60).
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3.2.4.1 The role of diabetes in intestinal de
novo lipogenesis

Numerous studies show that type 2 diabetes is associated with

an increase in DNL in enterocytes. Enterocytes isolated from

insulin-resistant fructose-fed hamsters have considerably higher

intracellular levels of non-esterified cholesterol, esterified

cholesterol, and triglycerides, which may indicate enhanced

lipogenesis (61).

In animal models of diabetes, increased expression of MGAT,

DGAT, and the mature form of sterol regulatory element binding

transcription factor 1c (SREBP-1c), a transcription factor

promoting lipogenesis, has also been observed in intestinal cells.

According to recent studies on humans (62–64), obese subjects with

insulin resistance had higher levels of SREBP-1c, apoAIV, and fatty

acid binding protein (FABP) expression in their intestines. This

suggests that increased fatty acid availability in insulin-resistant

conditions may also contribute to the excess CM formation (49, 50,

62–64).

As a result, increased CM synthesis by the intestine is a

significant feature not only in people with type 2 diabetes but also

in insulin-resistant people who are not diabetic, suggesting that

insulin resistance is likely to be the primary mechanism implicated

in its pathogenesis (19, 61). Hyperglycemia itself may exacerbate

chylomicron overproduction in type 2 diabetes. Duodenal co-

infusion of glucose with Intralipid or fructose with Intralipid

significantly increases the synthesis of apoB48 in healthy males.

Additionally, healthy males with hyperglycemia brought on by

glucose infusion produce higher apoB48-containing lipoproteins.
3.3 Regulation of chylomicron production
and secretion

3.3.1 Insulin has a key role
Insulin has a substantial impact on intestinal lipid metabolism

both directly and indirectly by inhibiting the release of FA from

adipose tissue. Regarding the elements that influence the synthesis

of CM in the liver and gut, there is a parallelism. Chylomicron

production and release are in fact regulated by both FA and insulin.

In individuals with insulin sensitivity, insulin reduces the release of

apoB48-containing lipoproteins from the intestine. However, in

individuals with insulin-resistant diseases, such as metabolic

syndrome (MetS) or type 2 diabetes, this regulatory function is

weakened, resulting in an excess of CM and apoB48-VLDL (65–68).

Preclinical research suggests that insulin decreases the

formation of chylomicron and the secretion of apoB48 in

cultured human fetal jejunal explants (65). Forkhead box protein

O1 (FoxO1) suppression by insulin partially mediates the inhibitory

action of insulin on the expression of the MTTP gene. Furthermore,

evidence points to insulin as a promoter of post-ER, presecretory

proteolysis of apoB48 (65)After a lipid-rich meal, plasma apoB48

significantly decreased after a euglycemic-hyperinsulinemic clamp

in comparison to no insulin infusion (66, 69). When insulin

(+glucose) was infused into healthy men, a reduction in apoB48

-containing lipoprotein synthesis of 50–52% compared to saline

infusion, and a reduction of 16–21% when the insulin-induced
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lowering of FA was avoided by concurrent intralipid infusion. These

findings imply that insulin has a direct effect, in addition to

lowering plasma FA levels, in reducing the formation of intestinal

lipoproteins (65, 66, 70).

3.3.2 Carbohydrates
Meals high in monosaccharides can raise postprandial

triglyceride levels. Isocaloric substitution of monosaccharides into

mixed meals, on the other hand, has no discernible stimulatory or

inhibitory effect on postprandial triglycerides. Mechanistic

investigations with carbohydrate consumption or plasma glucose

elevation have shown increased CM production (34). The

mechanisms underlying this regulation remain largely unclear,

however they may involve increased intestinal DNL and

mobilization of lipids stored in the intestine (8, 59, 71). Our

recent findings that fructose restriction reduces apoB48 and

remnants supports this contention (72).

The role of incretins in intestinal lipid absorption and

metabolism is discussed in Section 7.
4 Chylomicron
intravascular catabolism

4.1 Overview

Strict control over triglyceride transport is necessary for

survival. When FA are needed for energy production, they are

released from TG in fat depots and directed in the right direction.

Conversely, TG are conserved for usage when they are abundant.

LPL (lipoprotein lipase), HL (hepatic triglyceride lipase), and EL

(endothelial lipase) are a family of enzymes that operate to remove

TG from VLDL and chylomicrons (21, 46, 47, 73). While HL and

EL favor smaller VLDL particles, remnants, IDL (intermediate-

density lipoproteins), and HDL, LPL is mostly active in CM and

larger VLDL. A complete loss of LPL causes fast ing

hyperchylomicronemia with severe hypertriglyceridemia. Between

50% and 70% of the core triglyceride is normally eliminated by

lipolysis of CM in non-hepatic tissues, and larger CM are broken

down into smaller chylomicron remnant particles (74).
4.2 Lipoprotein lipase

Lipoprotein lipase, which catalyzes the release of FA for storage

by adipose tissue or oxidation as an energy source by muscle, is the

main enzyme in the intravascular breakdown of TG in circulating

TRL (Figure 3). LPL is not produced by the liver, but rather by

macrophages, adipose tissue, skeletal and cardiac muscle, and the

brain. LPL operates intravascularly, precisely at the endothelium’s

luminal surface. A variety of modulators acting in concert control

the intricate regulation of LPL production and activity (74–78). For

instance, insulin seems to regulate post-transcriptional and post-

translational levels of LPL activity in adipocytes (Figure 3).
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As shown in Figure 3, LPL is produced and matured in the ER

before being transported by cells (such as adipocytes, skeletal or

cardiac myocytes, etc.) to the endothelial surface of capillaries,

where it is activated. In processing immature LPL, the ER is

essential, and numerous significant regulators are involved. LPL is

assisted in its transcytosis to the luminal face of the capillaries by

binding to heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPG) on the cell

surface. LPL is guided from its site of synthesis to the endothelial

surface by the proteins lipase maturation factor 1 (LMF1) and

glycosylphosphatidylinositolanchored HDLbinding protein 1

(GPIHBP1), which also aid in anchoring LPL to endothelial cells

in capillaries. Additional investigation indicates that LPL can also be

active when it forms a complex with GPIHBP1, contrary to earlier

findings that showed it could only be active as a homodimer (39,

79–82).

4.2.1 Main regulators of LPL
The rapid adaptive alterations of LPL to dietary changes are

governed by insulin responses, together with the moderating effects

of other hormones and proteins that control necessary variations in

the lipolytic rates between fasting and postprandial states (Figure 3).

Numerous apolipoproteins present on the surface of TRL have

various effects on their metabolism. ApoB (48 or 100) is not

transported between TRL and HDL particles, whereas apoCI,

apoCII, apoCIII, and apoE are, depending on the nutritional or

metabolic state. LPL activity is increased by apoCII and apoAV

while decreased by apoCI, apoCIII, and apoE (83). The rate-limiting

element in lipolysis, which is mediated by LPL, appears to be

apoCII. A dual apoCII mimetic-apoCIII antagonist peptide’s

ability to reduce plasma triglyceride levels was discovered because

of this research (84, 85)These agents are currently in the early stages

of development. Cross regulation of LPL among tissues during the

fast fed cycle is discussed further below (21, 46, 86).
4.3 Interaction of CM with HDL

Nascent chylomicron (and VLDL particles from the liver),

respectively, enter plasma and interact with HDL from which

they get exchangeable surface apolipoproteins (Figure 4).

These include apoCII, which activates LPL, apoAV, and others,

most notably apoCIII and apoCI, which can hinder it. Additional

proteins that can be derived from HDL include apoE, apoAI, and

apoAII. Following the onset of lipolysis, as depicted in Figure 4,

some exchangeable apos are shed back to HDL, and phospholipid

and cholesteryl ester transfer protein (CETP), respectively, mediate

this exchange of surface and core lipids with HDL and LDL (87, 88).

Since CETP transfers TG to the HDL and cholesterol to the

remnant or LDL part ic le , this process explains why

hypertriglyceridemia and low HDL cholesterol levels are

frequently associated. Due to this, low HDL cholesterol is not

harmful in and of itself, but rather a sign for TRL dyslipidemia

(8, 89). It serves as a stand-in for an indicator of the existence of

atherogenic remnants in the circulation. It is impossible to overstate

the importance of HDL in these processes, although this review will
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not go into great depth about it. Reviews on the subject are

recommended to the reader (89–91).
4.4 ApoCIII is a potent inhibitor of LPL

ApoCIII is an essential regulator of plasma TRL levels and has

been directly related to an elevated risk of ASCVD. LPL activity is

inhibited by ApoCIII, although LPL-independent mechanisms also

seem to play a role in its proatherogenic effects. Hepatocytes, as seen

in Figure 5A, express the ApoCIII gene, which codes for a protein of

roughly 8 kDa. ApoCIII circulates in three isoforms with 0, 1, or 2

sialic acid residues after being glycosylated in the Golgi apparatus

(71, 79, 80, 92). The distribution of isoforms may influence the final

activity. Its control is intricate, but it can be summed up as follows

and illustrated in Figure 5. Insulin and polyunsaturated fatty acids

are the two primary inhibitors, while glucose, fructose, and

saturated fatty acids are the main enhancers. Effects that stimulate

glucose are mediated by Carbohydrate response element binding

protein (ChREBP) and Hepatocyte Nuclear Factor 4 (HNF4).

Studies conducted both in vivo and in vitro have demonstrated

that insulin blocks the forkhead box protein O1’s ability to produce

ApoCIII (82, 93, 94).

The combined effects of insulin and glucose appear to be the

logical cause of the dysregulation of apoCIII metabolism seen in

diabetics. Regarding this, insulin resistance both generates
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hyperglycemia, which directly promotes production, and negates

the inhibition by promoting higher expression of an ApoCIII

delayed catabolism of TRL as demonstrated in MetS and diabetes

(Figure 5). Diets high in sugar or saturated fat increase apoCIII

synthesis (21, 24, 46). Additionally, the expression of ApoCIII is

stimulated by saturated FA and inhibited by polyunsaturated

FA (PUFA).

In chylomicrons and VLDL, ApoCIII is a powerful inhibitor of

LPL activity and serves as a counteracting factor to ApoCII, which is

the primary activator. VLDL and chylomicron remnants spend

more time in the circulation when apoCIII is overactive. Recent

elegant kinetic research on loss-of-functions (LOF) apoCIII in

humans has provided striking proof (39). As illustrated in

Figure 5A, in controls, CM residence time per particle was

30 min, and turnover was 50 pools per day. LOF subjects

(Figure 5B), conversely displayed an almost 4 times faster

metabolism: CM residence time per particle was only 8 min, and

turnover was 188 pools per day. The important role that apoCIII

plays as an LPL inhibitor as well as the findings from studies on

animal and human loss of function have also shown the potential

use of apoCIII inhibitors as a treatment approach for

hypertriglyceridemia (27, 30, 95). As we previously demonstrated,

apoCIII is elevated even in adolescents if they have obesity or simply

IR; dietary intervention by reducing fructose consumption is a

powerful reducer of apoCIII (59, 72, 96–99). Additionally, ApoCIII

blocks remnant reuptake, particularly in rodents (92).
FIGURE 3

Catabolism of chylomicron: Lipoprotein lipase intravascular TG hydrolysis (1). Lipoprotein lipase is synthesized by the cells in oxidative tissues such as
muscle (skeletal and myocardium) as well as adipocytes and the mammary gland, among others (2). It is a very complex enzyme that needs heparan
sulfate proteoglycans (HSPG) on the surface of the cells to assist in the transcytosis of the molecule to the luminal face of the capillaries (3).
Glycosylphosphatidylinositol anchored high-density lipoprotein binding protein 1 (GPIHBP1) serves to anchor LPL on the luminal surface of the
endothelial cells and supports the conformation of LPL to an active lipolytic enzyme (4). LPL acts on CM (5) to hydrolyze TG (6) into glycerol (7) and
free fatty acids (8). Free fatty acids are employed for storage in adipocytes, as shown in (9). Glycerol is taken up by the liver to fuel gluconeogenesis
in fasting (10) but mainly TG synthesis in the fed state (11). Some of the fatty acids (that may amount to 5 to 30%) remain in the circulation and are
referred to as spill over fatty acids (12) which are taken up by the liver to be repackaged as TG, secreted as VLDL. LPL has a very complex regulation:
its main activators are insulin, apoCII, AIV, and AV and its main inhibitors are apoCIII and angiopoietin-like protein (ANGPTL) 3, 4, and 8.
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4.5 ApoAV is a potent promoter of CM (and
VLDL) lipolysis

The liver is the primary site of synthesis for the unique lipid-

modulating protein known as apoAV, which also affects the gut, blood

flow, liver, and adipose tissue (74, 100, 101). The apolipoprotein gene

cluster APOA1/C3/A4 on human chromosome 11q23 is known to

influence lipid metabolism. ApoAV has been referred to as “a potent

TG reducer” and has been described as having a “low concentration,

high impact” since its discovery. When measured on a molar basis, it

has a plasma concentration in humans that is incredibly low relative to

other apolipoproteins, ranging from 20 to 500 ng/ml, which is roughly

1,000 times lower than apoB and 10,000 times lower than apoAI

(74, 100).

According to some publications, ApoAV may be recycled by

enterohepatic circulation and behaves more like an incretin

hormone. Furthermore, the synthesis and secretion of CM in the

small intestine may be significantly impacted by low amounts of

apoAV secreted into bile. A remarkable trait of apoAV is its ability

to escape luminal proteolysis and be taken up intact by enterocytes.

Numerous studies support the notion that apoAV contributes

significantly to the enhancement of plasma lipoprotein clearance
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via enhancement of TRL lipolysis and enhancement of liver

absorption of remnant particles (100). Will it develop into a

drug target?
5 Chylomicron liver reuptake

During passage through the hepatic sinusoids, remnant

particles are further hydrolyzed by hepatic triglyceride lipase (HL)

and gain additional apoE, which makes it possible for them to bind

to and be taken up by proteins on the surface of liver cells, such as

the LDL receptor (LDLR), LDL-like receptor protein-1 (LRP-1),

and the heparin sulfate proteoglycan syndecan-1 (Figure 4).

Additionally, as will be discussed later, their apoAV content

promotes receptor-mediated remnant absorption (31, 62). Studies

on humans show that apoCIII plays a significant role as an inhibitor

of LPL-mediated lipolysis, whereas studies on mice show that

apoCIII plays a major role as an inhibitor of the liver’s ability to

remove remnants of VLDL and chylomicrons. Indeed, in humans,

the LOF of apoCIII has little impact on the liver’s ability to remove

remnants, unless LPL activity is drastically diminished or

nonexistent (39).
FIGURE 4

Overview of chylomicron metabolism and its regulation. CM are secreted by enterocytes at a rate of 78-260 2-MG apoB48 per day (1) that
transports about 90 g of dietary TG per day (on a regular diet). Insulin (2) is a negative modulator of chylomicron secretion, as a corollary states of
insulin resistance promote chylomicron production (3) Different entero-endocrine L cells secrete GLP1 (4) which inhibits and GLP2 (5) which
increases chylomicron production. CM in the circulation (6) are acted upon by LPL as shown in Figure 3. CM exchange peripheral proteins and lipids
with HDL which is a key support of their intravascular metabolism. They acquire apoCII (main activator) and apoCIII (main inhibitor) of LPL as well as
apoE which is crucial for liver reuptake of remnants. In turn HDL gets some of its apoAI from them. With the concourse of CETP surface
phospholipids, TG and core cholesterol esters are exchanged with HDL. In minutes CM drastically lose their TG and surface PL and are acted upon
by HL and EL (9) to become cholesterol-rich remnants. These are taken up by the liver (10) through at least four different mechanisms as depicted:
LDL receptor, LDL receptor like-protein1, scavenger receptor B1 and syndecan 1. This is the pathway by which dietary liposoluble vitamins and
cholesterol finally reach the liver. Uptake is stimulated by apoAV (11) and inhibited by apoCIII (12). Delays in any part of this process result in the
transfer of the remnants into the arterial intima (13). Remnants are less abundant but contain several times more cholesterol esters as LDL and are
equally or more atherogenic.
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6 Postprandial lipoprotein metabolism

The wave of TRL that appears in the post-prandial state is made

up of CM and VLDL carrying apoB48. These TRL represent a

dynamic ‘load’ in addition to VLDL that is released almost

continuously throughout the day.
6.1 An apparent paradox, the larger
increases in postprandial TG belong
to VLDL

Why does VLDL increase in the postprandial period, when most

TG are being transported by CM in this phase as we have just

indicated? Indeed, 70-90 g of TG/day (about to 100 mmoles) travel

in CM whereas VLDL carries 20-30 g/day (about to 30 mmoles).

Increases in apoB48 and apoB100-containing VLDL are what cause

the increase in particle number, even though dietary fat in CM

accounts for around 80% of the rise in plasma triglyceride levels

after a meal (8, 39). One must bear in mind that there are far more TG

per apoB molecule (indicator of particle number) in CM than in

VLDL. A key concept that has great pathophysiological significance is
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illustrated in Figure 6A. The reason for postprandial increases in blood

levels of VLDL may be due to competition for the limited amount of

LPL, for which large CM are the preferred substrate. This competition

accounts for the strong correlation between fasting plasma triglyceride

levels and the amount of alimentary lipemia brought on by consuming

fat (8, 18, 33, 102). Particularly, under normal metabolic conditions,

binding of more apoE is made possible by the larger size of

chylomicron remnants and the lower surface area of apoB48 vs.

apoB100 when compared to VLDL. These factors lead to increased

hepatic absorption and a shorter plasma residence time (minutes for

CM vs hours for VLDL). Normally, the metabolic products of plasma

chylomicron metabolism are large, lipid-rich, and buoyant, but as

VLDL remnants gradually degrade, IDL particles are produced, which

later develop into LDL. In a nutshell: more particles but less TG.

The huge difference in residence times and catabolic rate

sometimes obscure the key role of fluxes when analyzing

lipoprotein metabolism. Nature follows what Heraclitus favored:

everything is in a state of flux. Large fluxes may be behind low

steady state concentrations. For instance, as shown in Figure 6B,

this is the case when we compare serum concentrations of apoB100

vs apoB48. ApoB48 is only 1-2% of that of apoB100, mainly because

VLDL has a life of hours and LDL of days. There is a daily flux of 50
FIGURE 5

ApoCIII, a crucial inhibitor of LPL activity: physiological and pharmacological standing. Comparison of (A) chylomicron fluxes in healthy control
subjects vs (B) healthy subjects with loss-of function apoCIII (1). Hepatocytes have the apoCIII gene for a protein of about 8 kilodaltons that gets
glycosylated in the Golgi apparatus (2) and circulates in three isoforms with 0, 1 (most abundant), or 2 sialic acid residues (3). ApoCIII in CM (which
get it by transfer from VLDL or from HDL) potently inhibits lipoprotein lipase activity (4) and acts as a counterpart of the main activator, which is
ApoCII. Other key inhibitors are ANGPTL3-4 and 8, as we show later. ApoCIII regulation is complex but can be summarized as follows (5): The two
main inhibitors are insulin and polyunsaturated fatty acids, whereas (6) the main enhancers are glucose, fructose, and saturated fatty acids. In this
regard, insulin resistance (IR) negates the inhibition promoting increased expression of an ApoCIII delayed catabolism of TRLs, as seen in metabolic
syndrome and diabetes, and at the same time produces hyperglycemia, which directly stimulates the production. Diets very rich in sugar or saturated
fat enhance the production of apo CIII. Excess activity of apoCIII result in increased residence time of VLDL and chylomicron remnants. State-of-the
art stable isotopes studies show that, as depicted in (A) (7), that average chylomicron particle residence time is 30 minutes at usual levels of apoCIII
and turnover is 50 pools per day. In (B), we illustrate changes found in humans with LOF mutations of apoCIII. Defective gene (8) leads to poorly or
inactive protein (9) in the surface of CM not inhibiting LPL (10). This results in a dramatic increase in turnover, with more than threefold reduction in
residence time and concurrent increase in turnover from 50 to 188 pools per day (11). The key role of apoCIII in this process as well as results from
animal and human loss of function studies have uncovered the potential role of apoCIII inhibitors (ASO) as a therapeutic avenue for
hypertriglyceridemia (11), as we further discuss in this review.
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plasma pools of chylomicrons, according to a recent elegant kinetic

investigation using radioisotopes in humans as shown in Figure 5.

When compared to the fluxes of VLDL, which are 10 pools per day

for VLDL1, 3.8 pools per day for VLDL2, and 2 pools per day for

IDL, these are substantially slower (21, 39).
6.2 Remnants of chylomicrons contain
more cholesterol than LDL and are
regarded as more atherogenic

In combination, lipolysis by LPL and other lipases results in

remnants, which are particles with primary structural proteins that are

maintained (23, 25, 103). As already indicated, these proteins are

apoB48 (CM) and apoB100 (VLDL). In the case of VLDL remnants,

these are made up of a class of particles known as intermediate-density

lipoproteins (IDL), which have been shown to have distribution

overlap with small VLDL particles with d 1.006 g/ml and Sf 20-60.

IDLs have a density (d) of 1.006-1.019 g/ml and a Sf of 12-20.

All particles in this density range (d= 1.006 g/ml) contribute to

the remnant spectrum to varying degrees, even though there are

only a few unaltered nascent VLDL and CM present at any given

moment due to LPL rapid activity. This complexity highlights the

challenges currently encountered in reliably measuring remnant

particles, as we will explore later in section 9.
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As we illustrate in Figure 7, one important factor raising the risk of

ASCVD is the capacity of cholesterol-enriched residual lipoproteins to

transfer their lipid cargo to macrophages, which are the cells

responsible for cholesterol deposition in arterial plaques (25, 31,

104). It is important to remember that a remnant particle may carry

more cholesterol than an LDL particle. Due to their pro-inflammatory

effects, which are more severe per particle than those of modified LDL,

as well as their unregulated uptake by macrophage scavenger

receptors, remnant lipoproteins (RLP) that have undergone

oxidative alteration play a substantial role in atherogenesis. Due to

their capacity to transfer cholesterol to the artery wall, RLP with a

diameter of less than 70 nm are able to contribute to atherosclerosis

(73, 105–108). According to numerous reports, CM remnants can

pass through the artery wall and are then trapped in the subendothelial

area (109, 110). Fully hydrolyzed CM remnants may be preferentially

retained in comparison to other lipoproteins and have a cholesterol

content that may be several times higher than that of LDL particles

(111, 112). The fact that CM remnants contribute to the cholesterol

accumulation within the intima is therefore not surprising.

Moreover, by reconfiguring the tight and adherens junctions of

endothelial cells, remnants have been found to promote enhanced

endothelial permeability (Figure 7). Through paracellular transport,

increased permeability may in turn help to promote the diffusion of

remnants, sd-LDL and LDL into the subendothelial region

(106, 107).
FIGURE 6

Chylomicrons are preferential substrates for LPL: consequences in the postprandial period. (A) In the postprandial period there is not only a surge of
chylomicrons (1) in plasma but of VLDL (2) as well. This is, in part due to competition for the limited amount of LPL, for which big CM are the
preferred substrate (3). This competition accounts for the strong correlation between fasting plasma triglyceride levels and the amount of alimentary
lipemia brought on by consuming fat. Even if the rate of VLDL secretion (2) may not change, their catabolism does, leading to accumulation (4).
Moreover, under normal metabolic conditions, binding of more apoE is made possible by the larger size of chylomicron remnants and the lower
surface area of apoB48 vs. apoB100 when compared to VLDLs. These factors lead to increased hepatic reuptake and a shorter plasma residence
time (minutes for CM vs hours for VLDL). B: apoB48 kinetics are such that they represent only 1-2% of apoB100 in the circulation. Low steady state
concentrations could be caused by large fluxes. This is the case when we contrast serum amounts of apoB100 versus apoB48, as demonstrated in
(B) apoB48 doubles during the postprandial phase but represents only 1% to 2% of apoB100, primarily due to the fact that VLDL life is measured in
hours and LDL’s in several days and most apoB100 is in LDL. As shown in Figure 5 elegant kinetic studies utilizing stable isotopes in humans indicate
a daily flux of 50 plasma pools of chylomicrons. These are far slower than the fluxes of VLDL, which are 10 pools per day for VLDL1, 3.8 pools per
day for VLDL2, and 2 pools per day for IDL.
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A crucial aspect of atherosclerotic progression is inflammation,

which necessitates that monocytes attach to endothelial cells and

infiltrate the arterial wall. Monocyte chemoattractant protein-1

(MCP-1) is demonstrated to be expressed in mRNA and protein

form when CM remnants are present. MCP-1 increases monocyte

migration and is therefore essential for the growth of

atherosclerosis. It has also been shown that exposure to CM

remnants causes endothelial cell apoptosis, as well as an increase

in the production of plasmin activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), a key

regulator of thrombus formation, in endothelial cells (73, 106, 107).

On top of those atherogenic traits, remnant lipoproteins also carry

thrombogenic substances, activate monocytes, and promote the death

of endothelial cells and the proliferation of smooth muscle cells.

Because they have been shown to enhance monocyte adherence to

endothelial cells and to produce inflammation by alternative

inflammasome activation, their increased levels of apoCIII may also

have atherogenic effects. Finally, remnants’ prolonged plasma

residence time makes them susceptible to additional changes such

as glycation, which can raise their atherogenicity. To stop the

evolution of atherosclerotic CVD, it is essential to comprehend how

CM metabolism is regulated and how CM remnant accumulation

relates to CVD risk in insulin resistance conditions (73).
6.3 Cross-regulation of LPL in addition to
that of apoCII/CIII causes postprandial TG
to be diverted to adipose tissue.

Along with the previously mentioned regulation of LPL activity,

there is also another level of sophistication in the control of LPL
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activity in diverse tissues, that facilitates the body’s ability to

physiologically split the TRL load in accordance with its

demands. Basically, during a fast, oxidative tissues like the heart

and skeletal muscle preferentially take up lipids, while adipocyte

storage is not favored. On the other hand, LPL activity increases

significantly in adipocytes after eating while decreasing in oxidative

tissues. It is now clear that LPL tissue-specific cross-regulation is

essential for this trafficking and partitioning of TG.

6.3.1 ANGPTL3, ANGPTL4, and ANGPTL8 are
tissue-specific regulators of lipolysis

Following a meal, LPL activity rises in white adipose tissue

(WAT) but falls in muscles. In contrast, during a fast, LPL activity

reduces in WAT but rises in muscles. Although, as we shall see,

tremendous progress has been made in recent years, the mechanism

controlling tissue-specific LPL activity throughout the fed-fast cycle

much remains to be determined. For LPL activity to respond to

constantly changing metabolic circumstances, tissue regulation is

necessary. ANGPTL3, ANGPTL4, and ANGPTL8 have been

discovered as important tissue-specific regulators of lipolysis

(113–116).

In short, ANGPTL3 (secreted continuously from the liver),

inhibits lipoprotein lipase in muscle and the heart during the

postprandial period, through an endocrine mechanism. In

contrast, when fasting, ANGPTL4 released by adipocytes inhibits

lipoprotein lipase in adipose tissue in a paracrine manner.

The discovery of ANGPTL4 and ANGPTL3 has greatly

improved our understanding of this mechanism because they are

both potent LPL inhibitors (117–120). The most recent hypotheses

state that ANGPTL8 (secreted postprandially) stimulates
FIGURE 7

Atherogenic effects of chylomicron (and VLDL) remnants. After extensive lipolysis, chylomicron remnants of less than 70 nm diameter (1) may pass
through the endothelium barrier (2). Small remnants are at least twice as atherogenic and can contain many times more CE than LDL. Lipolysis
products of CM increase endothelial permeability (3) and their own ingress (4) to the intima by rearranging the tight and adherens junctions of
endothelial cells. Their apoE and apoB48 bind proteoglycans facilitating accumulation and oxidation (5). Monocyte recruitment is facilitated by MCP-
1 (6), complement activation is enhanced (7) and overall inflammation and foam cell formation (8) leading to atheroma (9).
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ANGPTL3 in an endocrine way to reduce LPL activity in the heart

and skeletal muscle, while ANGPT4 suppresses LPL activity in

WAT by interacting with intracellular and circulating species

(Figure 8). Fasting raises ANGPTL4 but lowers ANGPTL8, which

lowers LPL activity in WAT and raises it in muscles, respectively.

TG are consequently directed toward the muscles for oxidation.

Eating, on the other hand, decreases ANGPTL4 activity due to

ANGPTL8 attenuation of its inhibitory effect, increasing LPL

activity in the WAT while decreasing it in the muscles, directing

circulation of CM and VLDL to the WAT for storage (113–116,

120–122).

ANGPTL3 and ANGPTL8 are more readily secreted in

response to insulin, and ANGPTL8 levels rise when food is

consumed. Figure 8 illustrates how the presence of ANGPTL8 in

adipose increases TRL-triglyceride flow to adipose tissue during the

postprandial state (when insulin levels are high) while reducing LPL

activity in muscles.

The importance of ANGPTL3 in this process, as well as findings

from animal and human loss of function investigations, have shown

the potential involvement of ANGPTL3 inhibitors as a treatment

option for hypertriglyceridemia, as we discuss later in section 10 of

this review (30, 118, 123).

6.3.2 ANGPTL 8 as a master regulator?
The relevance of LPL in the body’s overall energy economy has

sparked some speculation about the involvement of these regulators
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in evolution. Indeed, low calorie consumption presented a severe

threat to human existence during the evolution of humans.

According to the thrifty gene theory, individuals with certain

genes, survived famines by accumulating more fat, and as a result,

evolutionary selection favored genes and genetic variants that

resulted in the accumulation of adipose storage. ANGPTL8 may

be considered a thrifty gene because one of its principal functions is

to enhance fat accumulation after a meal (115, 116). Constant

feeding increases circulation ANGPTL8 levels, leading to increased

adipose storage (fat) and hypertriglyceridemia, and it is not a huge

stretch to reckon that the same ANGPTL8 protein that likely

safeguarded our ancestors from famine now predisposes humans

to metabolic syndrome.

By suppressing ANGPTL8, it may be feasible to reverse thrifty

features such as obesity, circulating TG levels, and metabolic

syndrome (115, 116, 122). In fact, ANGPTL8 deficiency in mice

reduces serum TG levels and obesity. In mice, injection of an

ANGPTL8 Ab consistently reduced adiposity and circulating TG

levels. Whether this is a workable new strategy to stop this element

of metabolic syndrome in humans remains to be seen.

6.3.3 Did nature favor a constant state of
inhibition of LPL?

The precise integration of apoCII and apoCIII’s and the

ANGPTL axis’s control of LPL is still unclear. As was made

obvious in the discussion above, significant advancements have
FIGURE 8

Chylomicron TG fluxes are split in the postprandial period by the axes ANGPTL 3, 4, and 8. In addition to the previously detailed regulation of LPL
activity, there is a more precise control of the enzyme in various tissues that enables the physiologic division of the TRL load according to the
requirements of the body. Basically, during a fast, oxidative tissues like cardiac and skeletal muscle preferentially uptake lipids, while adipocyte
storage is not preferred. Conversely, LPL activity is significantly increased in adipocytes after feeding while being decreased in oxidative tissues. In
the postprandial period, the liver secretes ANGPTL8 (1) on top of the ANGPTL3 (2) that has a more constant secretion throughout the day. ANGPTL8
strongly enhances ANGPTL3 inhibition of muscle LPL (3). Simultaneously, ANGPTL8 binds ANGPTL4 to release its inhibition of adipose tissue LPL (4).
ANGPTL4 acts in a paracrine fashion to shift TRL away from adipose during fasting, allowing energy to flow to oxidative tissues. The overall result is
that both VLDL (5) and CM (6) are now preferentially taken up by adipose tissue. The postprandial liver release of ANGPTL8, which also lifts
ANGPTL4’s inhibition on adipose tissue LPL, is essential for the cycle’s fine regulation. As a result, fat is preferentially sent to adipose tissue for
storage after a meal. This regulation is a fine-tuning of the regulation of insulin itself as well as the ratio of apoCII/apoCIII in CM and VLDL.
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been made in the description of these two paths, but there are still

many gaps that, when filled, will enable a more complete

comprehension of the process overall.

If we adopt an evolutionary perspective for these processes, for

instance, access to fatty foods in the distant past required prolonged

energy expenditure (hunting). Consequently, ApoCIII loss-of-

function mutations became very uncommon in populations,

which may be accounted for by the requirement for a long TRL

circulation period when dietary fat is sparse, as it has been for a

significant amount of human history (21, 24, 46). When apoCIII is

very low, this circulation time is less than 8 minutes for CMwhereas

it is on the order of 30 minutes under normal circumstances as we

depict in Figure 6. It appears that, to retain a circulating mass of TG

available before the next meal and for as long as feasible, nature

favored or preferred a constant state of inhibition of LPL. The

important role that apoCIII plays as an LPL inhibitor as well as the

findings from studies on animal and human loss of function have

also shown the potential use of apoCIII inhibitors as a treatment

approach for hypertriglyceridemia, as we summarize in section 10.
6.4 Spillover as a postprandial source of FA
for VLDL

A portion of the FA issued from CM by LPL is washed into the

bloodstream rather than being absorbed into tissues. Spillover is the

term for this route and is shown in Figure 3. This postprandial input

of dietary FA may account for 5–20% of FA to the plasma pool after

a meal (21, 116, 124). Given that dietary FA are re-esterified and

packed as VLDL-TG, it is possible that dietary FA spillover

contributes to the postprandial rise in circulating liver-derived

VLDL. Any defect or delay in CM turnover may not only favor

VLDL increases (by competition for LPL) but provide substrate for

more VLDL production by the liver, by virtue of the high insulin

levels in the postprandial period.
7 Postprandial lipid metabolism:
hormonal control

Although intestinal lipid absorption and lipoprotein secretion

were formerly believed to be relatively passive routes, they are now

understood to be complicated, controlled processes. The

considerable adjustments in gut hormone secretion and remission

of T2D after gastric bypass surgery emphasize even more the crucial

part the intestine plays in controlling metabolism (69).
7.1 Incretins modulate insulin secretion and
chylomicron metabolism

Glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) and glucagon-like peptide-2

(GLP-2), two hormones released in equal levels from

enteroendocrine L-cells after food intake, paradoxically have
Frontiers in Endocrinology
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opposing effects on intestinal lipoprotein production, as shown in

Figure 4. GLP-2 administration has been demonstrated to promote

the secretion of both stored TG and preformed CM, whereas GLP-

1R agonists have been shown to limit CM output in animal and

human investigations as we detail below.
7.1.1 GLP-1
A powerful incretin, GLP-1 mediates several effects that control

glycemia, including glucose dependent insulin secretion. To take

advantage of these positive benefits, pharmaceutical drugs have been

developed that either limit endogenous GLP-1 degradation by

inhibiting dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4 inhibitors such as

sitagliptin, saxagliptin, linagliptin, and alogliptin) or activate GLP-1

receptors (GLP-1R agonists such as dulaglutide, exenatide, liraglutide,

lixisenatide and semaglutide). These molecules have also been

employed in the scientific community as instruments to clarify the

roles and subsequent mechanisms of GLP-1 (125–129). Studies on

these compounds in both animals and humans have revealed

significant impacts on lipid metabolism in addition to glycemic

control. In healthy and T2D subjects, GLP-1-mediated lipid control

has also been demonstrated. A GLP-1R agonist dramatically reduced

TRL-ApoB48 accumulation in the postprandial state, according to

research on normolipidemic, normoglycemic men (130).

There is still much to learn about how GLP-1 controls lipid

metabolism. Reduced lipid absorption, decreased CM secretion,

and/or improved clearance from the circulation are only a few

possible pathways that could explain improvements in postprandial

lipemia with GLP-1R agonists and DPP-4 inhibitors. Exenatide (a

GLP-1 agonist) or a GLP-1 infusion can also regulate intestinal

lipoprotein synthesis without affecting changes in gastric emptying,

as was shown by bypassing the stomach (61, 130–133).

By reducing the rate of intestinal lipid absorption and therefore

restricting the amount of lipid available within the enterocyte for

CM synthesis, GLP-1R activation may control lipid metabolism.

A brain-gut axis has recently been proposed as a theory to

explain how GLP-1R agonists affect postprandial lipoprotein

synthesis. It has been discovered that GLP-1-producing neurons

in the solitary tract of the brain stem send their signals to the

arcuate (ARC), paraventricular (PVN), and dorsomedial (DMH)

nuclei of the hypothalamus, which express the GLP-1R. According

to a recent study, plasma and TRL-TG and TRL-ApoB48 levels in

fat-loaded hamsters were decreased when the GLP-1R agonist

exendin-4 was injected into the brain’s third ventricle (127, 129).

In addition, the activity of MTTP, which is necessary for the

lipidation of apoB48, is decreased by GLP-1R agonists, suggesting

another mechanism by which they may function (129, 134, 135).
7.1.2 GLP-2 causes an increase in
postprandial lipemia

In humans, GLP-2 causes an increase in postprandial lipemia.

According to some evidence, an increase in nitric oxide (NO), a

known GLP-2 mediator that increases mesenteric blood flow, may

mediate the effects of GLP-2 on postprandial lipids (69).
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GLP-1 and GLP-2 thus have opposing effects on the synthesis of

intestinal lipoproteins. According to research, when GLP-1 activity

is sustained, the effects of GLP-1 take precedence over those of GLP-

2 under physiological settings. However, the overall impact of GLP-

1 and GLP-2 on intestinal lipid transport is still unknown and

should be clarified (69, 130, 131, 133).
8 Type 2 diabetes and
postprandial metabolism

8.1 Type 2 diabetes is associated with
increased chylomicron production
and catabolism

Despite apparently normal TG levels in the fasting state,

postprandial increases of hepatic and intestinal lipoproteins are

ostensible in T2D patients (61, 86). A study found that

hyperinsulinemic men produced enteral lipoproteins with apoB48

at a higher rate than men with normal insulin levels. T2D patients

also showed increased CM synthesis, there was also evidence of

decreased CM catabolism (61, 86). Further highlighting the link

between insulin resistance and postprandial lipid abnormalities, a

recent study found that insulin resistant, abdominally obese adults

had higher postprandial TG concentrations than abdominally obese

adults without insulin resistance and non-abdominally obese

controls (61, 86).

Patients with T2D have also been found to have longer duration

of postprandial high TG levels. For instance, TG levels peaked at 2

hours after an oral lipid load in healthy controls but remained

elevated at 4 hours in T2D patients, further emphasizing the role of

CM catabolism in this situation (19, 24, 31, 136).

Dysregulation of insulin signaling at the level of the enterocyte

may contribute to postprandial dyslipidemia. In a fructose-fed

hamster model of insulin resistance, a study found cellular

changes in the insulin receptor signaling pathway as well as a lack

of sensitivity to insulin-induced downregulation of CM secretion.

Through altered CM assembly, several other changes related to CM

oversecretion may take place at the level of the enterocyte (19, 21,

136, 137).

The increased chylomicron synthesis seen in type 2 diabetes is

likely caused by a variety of factors.
Fron
a) It appears to be significantly influenced by insulin resistance.

Hyperperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamps show that type 2

diabetics no longer exhibit the inhibitory impact of insulin

on intestine apoB48 lipoprotein synthesis (24, 31, 94).

b) It is also believed that delayed chylomicron degradation

contributes to diabetic postprandial hyperlipidemia. Several

investigations have reported evidence confirming the

presence of impairments in chylomicron catabolism.

Reduced fractional catabolic rates of apoB48 have been

seen in type 2 diabetics and insulin-resistant obese persons

in several kinetic studies (31, 46, 71, 79, 80, 92). The

decrease in LPL activity seen in type 2 diabetes may be
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connected to this. Since insulin activates LPL, a ‘relative’

insulin deficit and/or insulin resistance in type 2 diabetes

may be the cause of decreased LPL activity (Figure 3).

c) Further, elevated plasma levels of ApoCIII, an inhibitor of

LPL, are found in people with type 2 diabetes and non-

diabetic insulin resistance, which may also be a factor in the

slowed chylomicron catabolism (71, 79, 80, 92).
Individuals with type 2 diabetes have typical abnormalities in

the metabolism of intestinally generated lipoprotein even when

taking statin medication, according to very recent state-of-the art

analysis of the kinetics of lipoproteins containing apoB48.

Individuals with type 2 diabetes demonstrated the following

characteristics in comparison to control individuals:
a) higher production rates for apoB48 -containing particles

secreted in the form of chylomicrons and VLDL.

b) delayed chylomicron lipolysis.

c) accumulation of apoB48 VLDL with a prolonged residence

time in the circulation (24, 46).
Chylomicrons, apoB48 VLDL, and their remnants were shown

to be twice as high postprandially, due to these alterations in the

postprandial response, which may have an impact on

atherosclerosis. However, there was a non-significant tendency

toward greater mean plasma TG in those with type 2 diabetes,

even so, both values were still well within the normal range. It is

important to note that the fasting lipid profile did not provide any

evidence of a difference between the two groups evaluated here (24,

46). This fact supports the need of dynamic tests for postprandial

metabolism as we discuss in Section 9.

These findings have important implications for future research

on postprandial lipoprotein structure, metabolism, and particle

atherogenicity. New research will help us better understand the

causes of residual risk in statin-treated people and, possibly, the

outcomes of cardiovascular outcome trials. Higher TG, this

enigmatic risk factor, will undoubtedly become more readily

apparent and offer fresh opportunities for intervention.
8.2 Defect in chylomicron metabolism is
already present in IR patients without
overt diabetes

Together, the generation of intestinal lipoproteins is a tightly

controlled process that is drastically changed by insulin

resistance (IR).

In non-diabetic, insulin-resistant, obese individuals, there is a

twofold increase in apoB48 synthesis in the postprandial state,

according to a lipoprotein kinetic study (39). This investigation

found a positive correlation between plasma insulin levels and the

synthesis rate of apoB48, indicating that insulin resistance is

probably a factor. A large rise in the apoB48 was observed in

people with type 2 diabetes in an in vivo kinetic investigation

carried out in the fed state, which was mostly due to a notable
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increase in the apoB48 production rate (21, 24, 31, 39). Our own

studies have evidenced increased fasted apoB48 in obese adolescents

(96) and even in lean adolescents with insulin resistance (97),

together with elevated sd-LDL (96, 97, 138), apoCIII and

ANGPTL3. Isocaloric fructose restriction for only 10 days

reduced these markers by 30% (72, 98, 99).
8.3 Role of microbiota

The dysbiosis of the gut microbiota in type 2 diabetes may affect

intestinal lipid metabolism via a variety of mechanisms albeit

human data are still scarce in this area (61).

Increased chylomicron synthesis may result from increased

intestinal permeability, fat absorption, and intestinal insulin

resistance caused by low-grade inflammation. Reduced GLP-1

secretion, which might result in increased lipid absorption and

chylomicron synthesis, may be caused by decreased SCFA

production, which has anti-inflammatory properties and

stimulates GLP-1 production.

Primary bile acids can be converted by the gut microbiota into

secondary bile acids, which boosts the synthesis of GLP-1. The

conversion of primary bile acids into secondary bile acids is

decreased in dysbiosis of the gut microbiota, which may result in

a reduction in GLP-1 synthesis and immediate effects on intestinal

lipid metabolism (61, 69, 130).
8.4 MTTP and DGAT in diabetes

The lipidation of apoB48 during CM assembly is mediated by

MTTP, a binding that stops apoB48 from degrading as a result. In

comparison to chow-fed controls, insulin-resistant hamsters

displayed higher intestinal de novo lipogenesis, increased

intracellular apoB48 stability, and increased MTTP mass. As

stated earlier, another enzyme involved in TG synthesis in the

enterocyte and consequently CM formation is diacylglycerol

acyltransferase (DGAT). Additionally, it has been demonstrated

that insulin resistance hamster models have increased DGAT

activity and expression (40, 42). Through activation of different

FA transporters, enhanced dietary lipid absorption may also be

enhanced in insulin resistance situations to supply more substrates

for CM assembly.
9 Clinical and research testing of
postprandial lipoprotein metabolism

The fed state predominates throughout the day with the present

eating habits in Western nations; the average person only being in

the fasted state for a few hours in the wee hours of the morning.

However, the fasting lipid profile has been a common way to gauge

the risk of CVD (7, 33, 102, 139). To accurately compute low-

density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) using the Friedewald

equation and to limit the variability in TG concentration after
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meal intake, fasting triglycerides are routinely measured.

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that computed LDL-C

changes little in response to meal consumption and that

measured and calculated LDL-C are closely associated in both

fasting and non-fasting stages. However, a paradigm shift toward

measuring lipid parameters in the non-fasting or postprandial (i.e.,

blood sample measurement at specific time points after a

standardized meal) states is taking place. This is because non-

fasting TG levels are independently related with cardiovascular

events. As we summarize in Figure 9, approaches to study

postprandial lipoprotein metabolism can be simplified as follows:

1. Standard or routine; 2. Dynamic; 3. Specialized; 4. Research only,

albeit there is certain overlap among some of them.
9.1 Use of standard lipid values to assess
presence of remnants in an indirect way

TG, total cholesterol (TC), high-density lipoprotein cholesterol

(HDL-C), and LDL-C are the components of the conventional

fasting lipid profile used to determine CVD risk. There is, however,

little proof that lipid parameter measures taken when fasting are

better than those taken while not fasting. Instead, non-fasting

measurements have several noteworthy benefits, such as a more

accurate representation of the daily average of plasma lipids, ease of

blood sampling for patients, laboratories, and clinicians, and

increased patient compliance with lipid testing. Indeed, only half

of patients with acute coronary syndrome have fasting dyslipidemia,

even though this condition is significantly related with an increased

risk of CVD. The TG/HDL-C continues to be a valuable tool that

correlates with IR, and the presence of remnants and sd-LDL. Non-

fasting total cholesterol less LDL cholesterol less HDL cholesterol

can be used to compute “remnant cholesterol.” In non-fasting

samples, LDL cholesterol can be measured directly, as is common

in clinical laboratories, or it can be calculated using the Friedewald

equation if the TG level is below 4.5 mmol/L. A classical and simple

test to determine their presence of large chylomicrons is to leave

plasma overnight in the refrigerator, where the CM float as a creamy

supernatant (11).
9.2 Dynamic studies: oral fat
tolerance testing

In contrast to fasting TG levels, postprandial TG levels (usually

at 4 h), which are acquired after having a standardized high-fat

meal, are a stronger predictor of coronary artery disease (10, 140).

In the context of primary prevention, non-fasting lipid testing has

been recommended by several clinical guidelines. A more accurate

assessment of a person’s ability to metabolize lipids after eating,

showing their metabolic efficiency, can be obtained by analyzing

their postprandial lipid profile.

Practical issues, such as the need to prepare an OFTT meal,

collect many blood samples, spend several hours in the hospital, and

the absence of defined clinical guidelines. Additionally, there are

currently no management guidelines for this kind of
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hypertriglyceridemia that have been accepted internationally.

Nevertheless, a few studies have found that non-HDL-C, which is

made up of LDL-C, TG-rich remnant lipoproteins, and lipoprotein

(a), provides a more accurate indication of the risk of developing

atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) than LDL-C alone,

particularly in individuals with hypertriglyceridemia (13, 102,

141, 142)

OFTT, a comparable technique to evaluate lipid parameters at

predetermined intervals after consuming a high-fat meal, is not yet

commonly used in clinic settings to assess the effectiveness of

lipid metabolism.

9.2.1 Standardized test for fat tolerance
After an 8-hour fast, a test meal containing roughly 75 g of fat is

consumed, and 4 hours later, a single TG measurement should be

taken as part of the standardized fat tolerance test. The 1-point

technique may be helpful for clinical testing and investigations with

a high number of participants. The OFTT meal should be simple to

make and comprise mixtures of digestible saturated and

unsaturated fatty acids. Commercially available whipped cream or

cream cheese, each of which contains about 250 g of calories and

15 g of sugar (whipping cream contains roughly 10 g of protein and

10 g of carbohydrates) have been recommended (11).

The Expert Panel ’s 2011 statement on postprandial

hypertriglyceridemia advised measuring TG 4 hours after having

an OFTT meal, which included 75g of fat, 25g of carbohydrates, and

10g of protein. This test was advised for persons with fasting TG

concentrations between 89 and 175 mg/dl (1-2 mmol/l). An ideal

postprandial response was determined as TG concentrations 2.5
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mmol/L (220 mg/dL) at all time-points after this OFTT meal. The

predicted TG values mentioned in our previous Expert Panel

statement were validated by two recent trials (CORDIOPREV and

GOLDN), each of which included over 2,000 patients (11).
9.2.2 When should a test for fat tolerance
be conducted?

In patients suspected of having additional metabolic co-

morbidities, the Expert Panel advises administering a fat tolerance

test in those with non-fasting TG levels of 1.3-2.3 mmol/L (115-200

mg/dL) or fasting TG values of 1-2 mmol/L (89-175 mg/dL).
9.2.3 Test for fat tolerance in diabetes mellitus
The best way to assess postprandial hypertriglyceridemia in DM

patients appears to be to measure postprandial TG at 4 hours after

eating (102, 139). Even in the face of normal fasting TG levels,

postprandial hypertriglyceridemia has been associated with higher

ASCVD morbidity and mortality in individuals with DM.

Individuals with DM and non-fasting TG levels between 1.3 and

2.3 mmol/L (115 and 200 mg/dL) or between 1-2 mmol/L (89 and

175 mg/dL) may benefit from an OFTT, whereas those with fasting

TG levels below 1 mmol/L (89 mg/dL) may experience exaggerated

postprandial hypertriglyceridemia, especially those with diabetic

nephropathy (70).

9.2.4 Evidence provided by OFTT
For the past 30 years, studies on human subjects have looked at

postprandial lipid reactions to meals high in fat. The amount of fat
FIGURE 9

Approaches to measure postprandial lipoproteins. In (A) we summarize different methods to assess postprandial lipoproteins from those currently
used in routine laboratory testing, dynamic tests like OFTT, specialized tests of less common use such as remnant-like lipoprotein particles and
apoB48 ELISA and finally methods used mostly in research such as ultracentrifugation, NMR, retinyl palmitate and stable isotopes. Study of
postprandial lipid metabolism is fraught with methodological issues because as shown in (B), chylomicron remnants overlap with large VLDL when
separated by UC. New methods developed by us and others now rely on immunoaffinity retention of apoB100 lipoproteins to produce
pure chylomicrons.
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taken, alcohol use before or during the meal, the presence of other

macronutrients, the presence of fiber, and physical activity are just a

few of the variables that influence how the TG reacts to a meal that

contains fat (18, 70, 133, 141).

Numerous prospective studies examining this connection have

further reinforced the commonly established theory about the impact

of non-fasting lipids to CVD risk. Postprandial TG levels, but not

fasting TG levels, were independently linked with incident

cardiovascular events in women throughout the course of a 11.4

year follow-up study (143). A relationship between non-fasting TG

levels and an elevated risk of coronary heart disease, ischemic stroke,

myocardial infarction, ischemic heart disease, and death has been

found by further prospective investigation (144). A substantial

connection between non-fasting TG and total mortality has been

shown, as well as a significant association between non-fasting TG

and cholesterol and myocardial infarction risk (6, 18, 33, 102).

Several gaps still exist in our understanding of the dysregulation

in intestinal lipid metabolism in insulin resistance conditions and its

relationship to CVD. To guarantee the best possible comparability

between test subjects, assessment of the functional postprandial lipid

profile—i.e., lipid measures at specific time points after a typical meal

—is the preferred approach. More research is needed to develop

standard procedures that can differentiate between healthy and at-

risk populations, including population-specific meal sizes, nutrient

composition, blood sampling time points, and markers to measure, as

OFTT methodology is still largely unstandardized. Furthermore,

robust reference values, which are crucial for appropriately

interpreting postprandial parameters, have yet to be developed.

These reference values must, however, be unique to the OFTT

methodology being used. It is crucial to develop more efficient

methods to evaluate metabolic abnormalities that raise CVD risk as

the obesity and diabetes epidemics sweep the world.
9.3 Specialized assays

9.3.1 Remnant-like lipoproteins
Commercially available kits exist to quantify remnant-like

particles. One of them employs an immunoaffinity gel with

immobilized anti-apoAI monoclonal antibodies and a special

anti-apoB-100 monoclonal antibody that does not bind apoE-rich

apoB-100 lipoproteins (105, 106, 139, 145, 146).

The serum remnant lipoprotein cholesterol (RemL-C) assay,

which is more modern, uses phospholipase-D and surfactant to

directly solubilize remnants. In under 10 minutes, an automated

analyzer can complete this assay. Examining postprandial RLP-C in

populations with different cardiometabolic conditions might give an

idea of the magnitude and duration of RLP-C in the circulation after

a meal, even if RLP-C measurements detect remnants of both

intestinal and hepatic origin (11, 106, 139, 140, 145, 146).

9.3.2 ApoB48 ELISA
A more comprehensive picture of pro-atherogenic remnant

accumulation can be obtained by measuring TRL remnants and
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apoB48, which is a measurement of CM particle number. As stated

earlier, apoB48 is a protein that is unique to intestinally produced

lipoproteins in humans, it enables a direct determination of CM.

Each CM or CM remnant particle contains one apoB48 molecule

that does not transfer to other lipoproteins, making apoB48 a

reliable indicator of the quantity of CM particles. Sandwich

ELISA kits that are sold commercially can be used to measure

apoB48 (39, 139, 145). Lately, chemiluminescence enzyme

immunoassays have been developed for automated measurement

(147, 148).

In the fasting state, apoB48 makes up a relatively minor portion

of overall apoB (Figure 6). The proportion of apoB48 in relation to

apoB100 is still very small, even in the postprandial state when there

is an increase in the number of apoB48-containing lipoproteins

from the intestine.

Notwithstanding its value, apoB48 testing alone cannot fully

describe postprandial lipoprotein alterations. VLDL synthesis also

increases in the postprandial phase, which apoB48 testing does not

show. Likewise, as previously indicated, due to preferential lipolysis

of CM over VLDL, there is a larger tendency for VLDL to

accumulate postprandially. Following a moderate fat load,

apoB100-containing particles typically account for 80% of the

increase in TRL particle number, while apoB48-containing

particles account for only 20% of the increase (39).
9.4 Research only approaches

9.4.1 Retinyl palmitate
In postprandial lipoprotein (PPL) investigations, retinyl-

palmitate (RP) has frequently been employed as a marker for

CM. With the meal, a loading dosage of vitamin A is

administered. Dietary sources of vitamin A are transformed into

retinol in the gut, then re-esterified to retinyl esters, principally RP,

in the intestinal mucosa, and then integrated into lymph CM (139).

The concentration of RP in CM without a loading dose of vitamin A

is typically relatively low. RP stays within CM and their remnants as

they travel through lipolysis on their way to the liver. After being

absorbed by the liver, CM remnants become RP, which is then

hydrolyzed, re-esterified, and stored as esters inside hepatocytes.

Although some retinol is secreted bound to retinol binding protein,

neither free RP nor lipoproteins produced by the liver contain any

secretion into circulation. As a result, RP is a reliable indicator of

CM and CM-derived lipoprotein particles, particularly in terms of

its capacity to distinguish these lipoproteins from VLDL and its

byproducts (139).

The use of this marker for PPL studies comes with three

warnings. First, there may be a negligible transfer of RP from CM

to other lipoproteins. Uncertainty surrounds the size of this

transfer. Second, the pattern of retinyl esters in CM is influenced

by the fatty acid composition of the meal, which in turn impacts the

amount of RP in CM. Thirdly, consider that RP does not represent

entire PPL because it only measures CM/CM remnants and not

VLDL/VLDL remnants (24).
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9.4.2 Ultracentrifugation
When used to identify common classes of lipoproteins before

moving on to the next phase, density gradient ultracentrifugation

(DGU) is very effective and is indeed the method that has permitted

considerable advances in the field of lipoproteins for over 7 decades.

The limitation is that it is not possible to separate remnants using

DGU alone. Undeniably, remnant particles produced by the lipolysis

of newly synthesized postprandial lipoproteins, CM and VLDL, cover

nearly the whole spectrum of lipoprotein densities (1, 9, 149).

DGU can be employed if the only objective is to isolate parent

CM and VLDL and not their remnants, but this does not offer a

thorough assessment of PPL. It requires a quick first CM spin that

lasts only 30 minutes. To purify the VLDL fraction, the density of

the infranatant can then be changed to 1.006 g/mL and a longer spin

can be performed. This fraction will exclude VLDL remnants that

have undergone lipolysis and re-mobilization of TG from their core,

causing them to shrink and become denser. However, the larger CM

remnants are contaminants of this fraction.

To quantify remnants, it is necessary to either separate these

remnant particles from other like-density lipoproteins by methods

other than DGU, or measure a component or a label of remnants

that remains with the lipoproteins as they proceed through lipolysis.

Serum TG or calculated “remnant cholesterol” can be utilized as

broad markers when the goal of the investigation does not require

lipoprotein-specific measurements.

9.4.3 Immunoaffinity
Due to limitations in the laboratory techniques employed to

separate these particles, research into the relative roles and

abundances of CM and VLDL particles in the postprandial state

has been hampered. TRL can be separated by ultracentrifugation,

and CM and VLDL can be partially separated by it as well. However,

ultracentrifugation is unable to efficiently separate particles with

overlapping densities, such as small CM or CM remnants from large

VLDL particles and VLDL remnants. Because of this technical

stumbling block, it has been difficult to characterize the following:

1) the relative contribution of TG from the liver and the intestines

to postprandial lipid metabolism; 2) the kinetic aspects, specifically

the relative turnover rates of CM versus VLDL particles; and 3) the

differential clearance rates of TG; 4) the effect of dietary

components on postprandial lipid metabolism and cardiovascular

risk, including the role of carbohydrates, fructose, and branched-

chain amino acids, among others.

We developed an immunoaffinity technique to separate CM

from VLDL (57) to get beyond the aforementioned drawbacks of

ultracentrifugation (Figure 9B). Other alternative immunoaffinity

approaches are available, but because CM are extremely labile, we

sought to develop a robust method that would enable most intact

CM particles to be retrieved (31, 57, 62). As has long been predicted

in the literature, intact particles bare information on the tissue of

origin and may enable the study of human intestine DNL. We

created polyclonal antibodies against an ApoB100 C-terminal
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region that is missing the apoB48 sequence. This made it possible

to separate CM and VLDL particles with great purity (57).

With the aid of this technique, studies to compare how much

the small intestine and liver contribute to postprandial lipid fluxes

are now available, allowing to answer crucial questions about the

impact of postprandial lipids on cardiovascular risk, for example.

With the aid of our method, we produced preliminary evidence

indicating that enteral conversion of dietary sugar to fat via DNL

can be assessed using this technology by employing stable isotope

tracer feeding (57, 72).

9.4.4 Stable isotopes
Stable isotope techniques can be used to determine the kinetics

of postprandial lipoproteins, including both their lipid and

apoprotein components. For three decades, this secure

methodology has been in use. It is predicated on the idea that

stable isotopes of an element of interest have similar chemical

characteristics but distinct atomic masses, allowing mass

spectrometry to detect them (24, 31, 39, 55, 56, 150, 151). The

assumption is that the compound being tracked by the stable

isotope tracer experiences the same metabolic fate. There are

numerous tracer types and mathematical models employed. The

kinetics of apoproteins like apoB48, apoB100, and apoprotein AI

(apoAI) in the fasting and fed states are determined using stable

isotopes of amino acids such leucine and glycine. To analyze various

FA and TG metabolic fates, stable isotopes of albumin-bound fatty

acids, such as palmitic and oleic acids, and of glycerol, are utilized.

Special innovations have been created to research the postprandial

phase, which is a metabolic non-steady state when several short-

lived dynamic alterations take place. The use of mass isotopomer

distribution analysis (MIDA) has considerable enhanced the

performance of the technique (55, 56, 150). For instance, it was

conceivable to compare the extraction of TG comparing adipose

and muscle by giving various stable isotopes orally and by

intravenous injection to label CM-TG and VLDL-TG,

respectively. In contrast to static assessments of lipoproteins,

stable isotope technology gives dynamic information on

generation (both source and amount) and fractional catabolic

rates of lipoproteins (24, 31, 56, 136). The adoption of this

methodology is, however, constrained by the high cost of tracers

and mass spectrometry. Nevertheless, it remains the gold standard

to dissect the complexity of lipoprotein fluxes.

9.4.5 Overall assessment
In conclusion, every method has benefits and drawbacks and

yields data that vary significantly. The results from different studies

can vary because no approach has been standardized (apart from

TG and calculated “remnant cholesterol”). When attempts are

made to compare one study to another, this instigates problems.

Continued work is required to (a) standardize postprandial

lipoprotein (PPL) testing procedures and metrics, and (b)

evaluate PPL more comprehensively rather than focusing on
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discrete factors. Indeed, research on PPL has not yet utilized the full

power of proteomics, lipidomics, genomics, and metabolomics

within the context of systems biology, albeit great advances are

being produced currently.
10 New approaches to
treat hypertriglyceridemia

In keeping with what has been said in this review thus far, we

should first clarify what we mean when we talk about triglyceride

lowering therapy. Instead of simply decreasing triglycerides, the

therapy should try to minimize the amount of circulating

TRL remnants.

In contrast to the previous generation of triglyceride-lowering

drugs (including fibrates, nicotinic acid, and omega-3 PUFAs), the

novel therapeutics that use antibody and RNA-silencing

technologies are highly specific and exhibit improved triglyceride-

lowering properties (27, 152, 153).

Triglyceride levels can be reduced by up to 40% in patients with

severe hypertriglyceridemia when taking niacin, fibrates, and

omega-3 fatty acids.
10.1 Fibrates

Fenofibrate did not significantly improve ASCVD outcomes in

the type 2 diabetes individuals who participated in the FIELD (154–

156) and ACCORD (157–159) trials, but subgroup analysis revealed

that these patients had a much lower risk of developing the

condition. According to the recently concluded major

PROMINENT study, pemafibrate, a selective PPAR agonist, is not

protective against ASCVD in patients with increased triglyceride

levels and type 2 diabetes (157–159). This finding should put an end

to a protracted discussion concerning the clinical benefits of this

therapy strategy (51, 94, 103, 152).
10.2 EPA and DHA

Omega-3 PUFA preparations have been tested in large ASCVD

outcome studies that, overall, have only provided weak evidence of

their benefits in reducing ASCVD risk. The REDUCEIT trial of high-

dose eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA), however, reported a 28% relative

risk reduction (160–162). This benefit was not replicated in the

STRENGTH research (161). These contradictory findings have

sparked an ongoing discussion concerning the underlying

mechanism underlying the advantages of EPA seen in REDUCEIT.

Numerous studies that have been published in the last five years

suggest that the mineral oil used as the REDUCEIT trial’s placebo

comparator may have slightly influenced howmuch of a risk reduction

the EPA group perceived relative to the control group (27, 153, 161).
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10.3 Statins, PCSK9 inhibitors,
and ezetimibe

These agents that are so effective in the reduction of LDL-C, are

however regarded as only moderately effective for the reduction of

TG (usually a 5–15% reduction) (26, 141).
10.4 ApoCIII and ANGPTL3 are hot
therapeutic targets

Over the past five years, research into creating compounds to

treat hypertriglyceridemia has focused in increasing TRL lipolysis.

Due to their recognized functions in controlling LPL activity and

the availability of genetic data that supports the proof of concept

that decreasing the concentration of these targets is probably going

to result in decreased ASCVD risk, ApoCIII and ANGPTL3

(discussed later) are currently the primary targets. The two most

promising methods are those that use RNA silencing and

monoclonal antibody inhibition (80, 92). In phase II and phase

III clinical trials, antisense oligonucleotides targeting APOC3

mRNA (volanesorsen and olezarsen) are now being investigated

(163–165).

10.4.1 The special case of Type 1
chylomicronemia or familial
chylomicronemia syndrome

FCS is a rare recessive genetic condition that is frequently

misdiagnosed and may have serious clinical repercussions as its

primary consequence is acute pancreatitis (166). New therapeutic

approaches may ensue from the advancements in our understanding

of the roles of apo CIII and angiopoietin- ANGPTL3 (167, 168).

Homozygous or compound heterozygous mutations in LPL,

apolipoprotein CII, apolipoprotein AV, GPIHBP1, and LMF are

the causes of FCS. It has been demonstrated that antisense

oligonucleotide targeting apoCIII significantly lowers triglyceride

levels even in FCS (169), and this medication is the first one that is

currently available for these patients (163–165). Although ANGPTL3

inhibitors have not yet been studied in FCS patients, they have a

notable hypotriglyceridemic effect in the milder and more common

polygenic variants (32, 164, 170).

In both animal and human investigations, these substances

(apoCIII and ANGPTL3 inhibitors) lower plasma levels of apoCIII

and ANGPTL3 by about 70% and 80%, respectively (167–169).

Evinacumab, a monoclonal antibody that targets ANGPTL3, has

been demonstrated to lower plasma triglyceride and LDL-C levels in

people with homozygous familial hypercholesterolemia (30, 118,

123). This studies imply that evinacumab may function differently

from other drugs that stimulate LDL receptor activation.

Microsomal triglyceride transfer protein (MTTP) inhibitors such

as mipomersen, if proven safe might also be used to treat these two

additional targets (164, 170, 171).
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11 Conclusions and perspectives

Improving the clinical evaluation of postprandial dyslipidemia is

imperative, as it is becoming more widely acknowledged as a

significant factor in the onset of atherosclerosis and subsequent

cardiovascular disease. Further investigation is important to

comprehend the mechanisms that underlie postprandial

dyslipidemia, chylomicron metabolism, and their connections to

insulin resistance. A more complete understanding of the

underlying pathobiology will enable the development of

standardized methodologies and biomarker profiles for application

in clinical practice for the timely and accurate identification of

individuals at risk for CVD. Some of the numerous issues that

require in-depth investigation in the upcoming years are: a) the

nature hormonal and nutritional factors that influence ANGPTL3,

4, 8 activities and what long-term consequences may be anticipated if

their regulation is pharmacologically disrupted; b) the fine tuning of

the integration of the regulatory actions of apoCIII, apoAV, and

ANGPTL on LPL activity; c) approaches to safe and appropriate

treatment of postprandial lipemia; d) uncovering details of the control

of remnant production and re-uptake; e) role of microbiota; f) the role

of incretins in chylomicron metabolism and the brain-gut axis g)

developing of new, standardized and practical methods for remnant

assays possibly based on proteomic or lipidomic signatures.
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2-MG 2-monoglycerides

ABCG5 ATP-binding cassette G5

ACAT acyl-coA:cholesterol acyltransferase

ANGPTL angiopoietin-like proteins

ApoB48 apolipoprotein B48

apoCIII apolipoprotein CIII

ARC arcuate nucleus

ASCVD atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease

ASO antisense oligonucleotides

CETP cholesteryl ester transfer proteins

ChREBP carbohydrate response element binding protein

CM chylomicron

CVD cardiovascular disease

DGAT diacylglycerol acyltransferase

DGU density gradient ultracentrifugation

DHA docosahexapentaenoic acid

DM diabetes mellitus

DMH dorsomedial nucleus

DNL de novo lipogenesis

EL endothelial lipase

EPA eicosapentaenoic acid

ER endoplasmic reticulum

FA free fatty acids

FABP fatty acid binding protein

FABPs fatty acid-binding proteins

FASN fatty acid synthase

FoxO1 forkhead box protein O1

G3P glycerol-3-P

GLP-1 glucagon-like peptide-1

GLP-1R GLP-1 receptors

GLP-2 glucagon-like peptide-2

GPIHBP1 glycosylphosphatidylinositolanchored HDLbinding protein 1

HL hepatic triglyceride lipase

HNF4 Hepatocyte Nuclear Factor 4

HSPG heparan sulfate proteoglycans

IDL intermediate-density lipoprotein

LDL low density lipoprotein

LDLR LDL receptor

LMF1 lipase maturation factor 1
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LOF loss-of-functions

LPL lipoprotein lipase

LRP-1 LDL-like receptor protein-1

MC4R melanocortin-4 receptor

MetS metabolic syndrome

MGATs 2-MG acyltransferases

MIDA mass isotopomer distribution analysis

MTTP microsomal triglyceride transfer protein

NO nitric oxide

NPC1L1 Niemann-Pick C1-like 1

OFTT oral fat tolerance testing

PAI-1 plasmin activator inhibitor-1

PPL postprandial lipoprotein

PUFA polyunsaturated FA

PVN paraventricular nucleus

RemL-C remnant lipoprotein cholesterol

RLPs remnant lipoproteins

RP retinyl-palmitate

SREBP-1c sterol regulatory element binding transcription factor 1c

TG triglycerides

TRL triglyceride rich lipoproteins

VLDL very-low density lipoproteins

WAT white adipose tissue.
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